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The project's aim is to increase media

literacy among young people and

develop their competencies to

recognize propaganda, media bias,

incorrect reports and disinformation.

Through our on-going activities we

realized that young people face every

day huge number of media messages

but they are with lack of abilities to

analyse them, to make difference

between ‘real news’ and ‘fake news’.





"Media literacy, 

is the ability to identify different types of media

and the messages they are sending.

Therefore, we as the readers or viewers need

to view the media objectively, 

with the goal to find out or 

analyze what is

being presented."



Each

day we are bombarded by tons of

information from all different kinds

of mass

media: from DIY videos to

internatonal news. During the forth

day of the

"Media tools for active youth"

project, our team discussed what we

must all do in order to avoid

becoming victims of Fake News or

missinformation.

In order to do this efficiently, there

are a few simple questions we must

considder: 

By answering this few simple

questions, we can decide

whether the media we are

consuming is trying to manipulate us,

if it is

relevant and true. In more detail,

media content analysis is a sub-set

of

content analysis and applies a

systematic method to study mass

media as texts,

including interview transcripts, film

narrative and forms, TV programs

and

content of newspapers and

magazines. 

Who wrote the article? 

Why was it written?

In which medium? To whom is it addresed? 
What effect is it trying to

provoke?



Content analysis operates on the
view that

verbal behaviour is a form of
human behavior, that the flow of

symbols is a
part of the flow of events, and that
the communication process is an

aspect of
the historical process. Content

analysis is a technique which aims
at

describing, with optimum
objectivity, precision and generality,

what is said on
a given subject in a given place and

time. For a culture that is
fundamentaly

driven by what we see everywhere
around us, it's imperative to have a

critical
mind, and this can only be achieved

by actively analyzing its quality
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Group 1

World music festival on

music literacy for young

people

Activities:

Exploring different styles of

music, the history of music

in different

countries

Group 2

World café Monthly local

meetings. Each month with

a different topics,

chosen by the local youth.

Location: local coffee shop.

In the end of each

meeting a group discussion.

Open access for all citizens

Group 3

Live Green 

Raising awareness about environment 

Activities - discussions,

workshops, outdoor activities, cultural

gatherings, and presentations 

Results :

raising awareness about the issue,

cleaning the environment and leaving it

better than it was before



Group 4

Yoga youth 

Encouraging outside activities

and reducing stress and

healthy

lifestyle. Learn more about

yoga, benefits, history.

Forest hike / Treasure hunt

Results: discovering yourself,

application in real life.

Group 5

Happy nature 

For people with disabilities.

To create

new therapy methods, Raise

awareness, Connection with

nature, Stress management

Activities: Riding horses, swimming,

meditation, potery, 

Results: Ease the daily life of the

participants. Promote mental

health





Problem tree session The lesson started with a

short

energizer as a warmup to give us power. It was

Lithuanian workshop and they

presented a fantastic way to solve different

problems - “The Problem Tree”. In

consists of three parts. In the stem the problem

lies. The roots are the causes

of it and branches are what it leads to. This

method can be used for any

issues, but in our case it was about media literacy.

We were divided into teams

of 5 or 6 and every group had a specific

phenomenon to explain, like fake news

and censorship. We had enough time and we had

fun as well. Why? Well, the

method itself is kind of discussion from which the

most important is put in the

tree as keywords. After that every group

presented what they did. As a

conclusion i would like to say that everyone

enjoyed it and got a new working

way to solve lots of problems.














